Congratulations to the Primary Knockout Soccer team who have again progressed through. It was a perfect morning for Soccer on Thursday 2nd June and the boys put Westbourne Park through their paces. Final Score 5-0. Goals: Jakob R, Spencer P, Oscar S, Peter L, Own Goal! Thank you to Coach, Umpire and Photographer, Mr Joel Morizzi for his efforts on the day!

The weather was not kind to the Primary Knockout Netball Team later in the afternoon on Thursday. The girls were still pumped and excited to play St Peter’s Woodlands. It was a low scoring first half on a very wet court. Players were tentative at first and the scores were even at half time 9 all. The second half saw St Peter’s Woodland’s confidence build even as the rain continued to come down. To Cabra’s credit, the girls kept fighting to the end. Final Score 16-26. Thank you to Coach Mrs Deanna Riley who looks forward to following these girls throughout their Cabra netball years.

Cabra drew 26-26 with Mitcham this morning before going down in an extra time playoff. The boys gave a great four quarter effort in a see-sawing battle. It was a tight contest with lots of contested football in the first half. However, Mitcham threatened to run away with the game in the second half taking a two goal lead in the third quarter. But Cabra was not finished and showed tremendous resilience to fight back late in the last quarter and level the scores. In the extra time that was played, Cabra had opportunities but were unable to convert and Mitcham ran away with the win by 2 goals. All players represented the school well and demonstrated great competitive qualities. It was a difficult match to pick best players as there was an even spread of contributors. However, standout players included Zac C and Cooper T for their strength and rebound from half back, Ben R for working hard all day and Daniel M for showing tremendous strength and courage all game. Thanks to Mr Rob Jarrad for his assistance. Mr Henry Whiting: Coach.

Primary Knockout Soccer—Round 2

Primary Knockout Netball

Primary Knockout Football

Cabra v Cardijn Intercol

WEDNESDAY 8th JUNE
at Cardijn College

Football, Soccer, Basketball, Netball

Smith – O’Grady – Intercol Cup

An inter-college competition to commemorate the very first contest between Cabra and Cardijn which was held under the leadership of Principals Shamus O’Grady and Br Walter Smith.

- 4.00pm - Open Football, Open Soccer
- 5.30pm - Open Netball, 6.30pm - Open Boys Basketball

Come along and support Cabra

Address: Cardijn College, Honeycutt Road, Norwood Downs
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in this competition.

ing together to become a dangerous unit to play against was strong on the ball and stood up in defence when Todd was beaten. Tristan, Cooper and Simo showed great heart and improvement contesting and winning their ball. Todd was strong on the ball and stood up in defence when called upon. This team has a lot of talent and are developing together to become a dangerous unit to play against in this competition. Alek Berry: Coach.

Basketball
Snr Boys v St Paul’s
SNR A def St Paul’s 55-41. Harry R 22, Jalen C 16.
SNR B def St Paul’s 58-32. Will G 12, Oliver M 10, Sam T 10, Jacob M 10.
Jnr Boys - v St Paul’s
MID B def St Paul’s 67-11. Angus R 20, Adam C 18, Angus H 12.
MID C def St Paul’s 15-5.

Football
Open Cabra 7.6- 42 def by Concordia 11.6- 72.

Best: Nick C, Callan, Jakob, Angus, Aistis. The boys progressed in their development from last week. Kicking the first goal of the quarter and starting to find the right balance in the positions of the players around the field. Nick did a lot of gut running, tagging and kept to his reputation as one of the hardest tacklers. Callan led the forwards with his hard hits in the marking contests, roving his own ball and finishing off with a bag of goals. Was great seeing Jakob out there for the school providing pace, breaking the lines and making the opposition worry. Angus was great in the ruck and solid in defence, showing his versatility around the ground. Ais had another great game rarely beaten. Tristan, Cooper and Simo showed great heart and improvement contesting and winning their ball. Todd was strong on the ball and stood up in defence when called upon. This team has a lot of talent and are developing together to become a dangerous unit to play against in this competition. Alek Berry: Coach.

Squash—Cabra div 2 defeated St John’s Grammar 4 matches—0. Great sportsmanship was displayed and equally great to snatch the first win of the season.

Cabra Div 3 managed a game—their first for the season—well done to all.

Results
Squash

Cabra 7.6
def St Paul’s 15
def St Michael’s 27
def OLSH 1
BYE

Yr 8/9 def Pulteney - 18.10.118 to 3.2.20. After a brilliant opening, with a dominant centre square and forward line Cabra led 7.1 to 1.0 at quarter time against Pulteney, who had beaten us last year. Dan V, on his birthday, already had four majors on the board. Another strong showing in the second quarter had the game over as a contest, and all that remained was to continue to work hard and finish off the game strongly 12.4 to 1.0. After a slight lapse in the 3rd, a solid three quarter time discussion resulted in a very different attitude in the last with 11 scoring shots to 0. Unfortunately, some simple goals were missed, and a brilliant quarter became a very good quarter.

Best: All played well for 3 quarters. Goals: Dan V 5, Tom C 4, Angus P 2, Tom A 2, Pat O’D 2, Bailey L 1, Joel C 1, Will H 1.


Netball
Senior A1 def by St Michael’s 21-30. Best players: Sarah B, Carly P.
Senior B1 – BYE
Senior B2 def by SHC 17-25. Best players: Selena S, Emma G.
Senior C1 def St Dominic’s 24-15. Best Players: Annabel McC, Kilahney M.

Yr 10A def by SHC 24-49. Best players: Emily V, Alycia M.
Yr 10B def by SHC 17-27. Best Players: Sophie H, Sophie McC.
Yr 10C def Nazareth 44-11. Best Players: Kayla, Georgia C.
Yr 9A1 def Mercedes 22-27. Best players: Louise S, Ruby S.
Yr 9A2 def Nazareth 31-20. Best players: grace T, Holly J.
Yr 9B1 def Mercedes 24-20. Best players: Kate V, Constance Mc.
Yr 9B2 – BYE
Yr 9C def OLSH 1-27-14. An amazing game played by all. Excellent full court defence and high accuracy in the goal circle helped us secure the win. Well done girls! Best players: Whitney B, Kat O.

Yr 8A def St Michael’s 27-19.
Yr 8B1 def by St Michael’s. Best player: Emma L.

Yr 8C1 def St Dominic’s 7-21. Best player: Zoe S.
Yr 8C2 def Mercedes 12-5. Best players: Zoe H, Molly W.

7 Black - results not received.

7 Gold – BYE
6 Gold def by Flagstaff Hill 6-13. Best player: Sierra G.
6 White def Aberfoyle Park PS in a comprehensive win—well done girls!
Soccer

Open def by Mercedes 2-5. Cabra started incredibly well scoring two goals in the first two minutes but from then the boys got complacent and Mercedes pushed through five goals to deservedly come out on top. Goal scorers: Nick O, Max C. Best players: Seb, Matt, Max C. Tom Wood: Coach.

YR 10—BYE

Middle A - def by St Ignatius 2-5. Goals: Kynan F, Cam G. Best players: Isaac P, Tom W, Stephen H.

Middle B def St Ignatius 7-6. Well done!

Middle C def St Paul’s 4-1. Great team effort!

Middle D def by CBC 1-8. This week we had a few more players, and in the first half the substitutes made an impact as the team was able to spend more time in our forward half and threaten the goals on a number of occasions. We still need to work on our team defense and limit ‘ball watching’ when we need to mark an opposition player, and have the closest player close down the opposition with the ball rather than waiting for player or ball to come to us. Shane Pill : Coach.

Yr 7 def by Pembroke 2-5. The boys did well and put up a good fight—hopefully a better result with a full team this week.

Primary Black def by St Michael’s 5-6. The team put up a great fight, bad luck! Goals: Jakob R 2, Josh M 1, Michael M 1, Christian K 1. Best players: Christian K, Anastasia W, Samantha H.

Primary Gold def Pulteney 7-0. Goals: Thomas, Oliver, Peter. Best player: Oliver.

Girls—BYE

Important Diary Dates

Week 6 Term 2

NO TRAINING OR GAMES THIS WEEK—LONG WEEKEND
Wednesday 8th June
Intercol— Football, Basketball, Soccer, Netball—at Cardijn College—4pm—SUPPORTERS WELCOME—SEE AD ON FRONT PAGE

Thursday 9th June
Oakbank Cross Country

Week 7 Term 2

Thursday 16th June
SACPSSA Touch Football Carnival—Team to be selected
8/9 KO Netball

Week 8 Term 2

Thursday 23rd June
Open KO Netball

General Information

Congratulations!

Congratulations to the following students who have been selected to play for their zone (City South) in various State Teams—State Carnivals will be played at the end of June—good luck to all!; Mia D (7B) - Hockey; Christian K (6B), Thomas S (6G) - Soccer; Lily D-C (7G), Anastasia W (6B) - Girls' Soccer.

Professional Sport Photos—purchase details

Your Summer Team sports photos are now available to purchase online. Simply log on—academyphoto.com.au and use the following shoot key to view and purchase photos - WUEHUMV3. Photos ordered up until Sunday the 12th of June will have no postage and will be sent in a bulk lot to the school. After this date the photos will remain online however postage will apply to send directly to families home addresses.

Sport Photos / News

Thank you so much to those parents who have sent in shots of their children’s sporting teams—keep them coming!! The Sport Office LOVES seeing photos of our teams at their weekend sport and hearing about news of students’ success in their outside school sports —please email any pictures / news through to jhealy@cabra.catholic.edu.au